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Abstract. Firstly a multi-mode binding mathematical model is provided for specific analysis on its
properties. Then multi-mode constraints oriented Android smartphone based college English
learning platform is proposed based on the properties of kernel function matrix and block matrix
calculation formula. Application of this algorithm can achieve effective utilization of past training
results, so as to effectively reduce storage and computing time. At last the validity of this learning
method is verified by means of simulation experiments.
Introduction
Multi-mode constraints, abbreviate to MMC, is a new type machine learning method, proposed
by Vapnik, etc[1].This method has shown its extremely powerful superiority in learning capacity
and scholars have expressed strong interest. This method has achieved remarkable effect in a lot of
domains such as function estimation[2]. Abovementioned elaborations are off-line cases which can
be achieved by off-line type learning method. But if learning sample requires for online-collection
or time sequencing, college English learning method is required such as Android smartphone based
college English learning platform, online-incremental algorithm is required for realization[3].We
should be aware that college English learning method has strengthened the online adaptability of
learning machine, promoted and realized the time evolution ability of learning machine [4]. Thus, in
recent years, a lot of scholars started to attempt studying online learning algorithm or different
multi-mode constraints incremental learning algorithm [5-6].However, studies on these algorithms
are realized under constraints of standard multi-mode, which means they are solution of quadric
form matric issue under constraint framework, requiring for large calculated quantity and
complexity. But efficient online algorithm can make sure that parameter update is timely, and
effectively. So it requires for efficiently completion of once-through operation in sampling period,
which requires relatively low computational complexity [7-8]. To realize this objective, Suykens[2]
has proposed online learning algorithm using Multi-mode constraints, OLAMMC, which can
convert multi-mode constraints learning issues to solution by linear system of equations so as to
improve the arithmetic speed. This article mainly uses multi-mode constraints learning model to
achieve the incremental and online learning algorithm using multi-mode constraints.
Android smartphone based English learning platform using multi-mode constraints
Major difference between multi-mode constraints and standard multi-mode constraints is that,
through the latter, inequality constraints can successfully be converted into equality constraints so
as to make empirical risk deviation as a quadratic form. Specific multi-mode constraints
formulation is as below:
Assume training dataset is given:
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( xi, yi ) , i = 1, 2,..., l , xi ∈ R n , yi ∈ R ,
Set
=
y ( x ) wT φ ( x ) + b

（1）

This linear function to fit sample set, use nonlinear mapping φ ( ⋅) , data of inpu space can be
mapped into characteristic space so as to convert original nonlinear problem into more
maneuverable linear fitting problem. After comprehensively considering fitting errors, structural
risk and other factors, following constrained optimization form can be expressed as a regression
problem:
min J (=
w, e )
w ,b , e

1 T
C l
w w + ∑ ei2
2
2 i −1 ,

s.t.
=
yi wT φ ( xi ) + b +=
ei, i 1, 2,..., l
To solve the problem, it requires for further adjustment of constraint optimization problem.
Construct Lagrange as below:
, α ) J ( w, e ) − ∑ α i {wT φ ( xi ) + b + ei − yi}
L ( w, b, e=
l

（2）

i −1

Obtain based on KKT condition:
l
 ∂L
=
→
=
w
α iφ ( xi )
0
∑
 ∂w
i −1

l
∂L
=
→
αi =
0
0
∑
 ∂b
i −1

 ∂L =0 → α i =Cei
 ∂ei

 ∂L = 0 → wT φ ( xi ) + b + ei − yi = 0
 ∂α i

（3）

After eliminating ei, w from formula (3), obtain:
0
e1T   b   0 
= 

−1   
e1 Q + C L  α   y 

（4）

Among all,
=
y

y1, y 2,..., yl ) , e1 (1,1,...,1)
(=
T

T

,

α = (α 1, α 2,..., α l ) ,
T

Qij = (φ ( xi ) ⋅ φ ( xj ) ) = k ( xi, xj ) , i, j = 1, 2,..., l .
fitting function obtained, i.e. imput of multi-mode constraints is:
=
y ( x)

l

∑ α k ( x, x ) + b
i

i

（5）

i −1

It can be obtained from analysis expression (4) that, multi-mode constraints training problems ca
be successfully converted into solution by linear equation. Compared with standard multi-mode
constraints, it does not require for solution of complex quadric form programming problem, but
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only to solve problems by simpler linear system of equations.
Compared with standard multi-mode constraints, multi-mode constraints have following
characteristics: (1) multi-mode constraints has smaller computational complexity; (2) solution of
multi-mode constraints is more imagination supportive, possible for whole training samples, thus
the explanation lack sparsity; (3) multi-mode constraints can effectively unify multi-mode
constraints, bays technology, and gaussian process so as to analyze the essential relations between
each; (4) multi-mode constraints can expand dynamic problems to autoregression for solution.
Simulation experiment
This paper examines the learning ability of the algorithm in English, Duffing:
x1 = x 2
x 2 =
− p1 x1 − p 2 x 2 − x13 + q cos ( wt1) ,

English motivated learning behavior will occur when p1 = −1.1 , p 2 = 0.4 , q = 1.6 , w = 1.8 . t1 is
the continuous variable of time.

Fig. 1. Chaotic behavior under the state of x2
Conduct discretization processing on Duffing equation, to obtain:
x 2 ( t ) = f ( x 2 ( t − 1) , x1 ( t − 1) , t1 ( t ) ) ,
Structure of learning sample can be realized: xt =( x 2 ( t − 1) , x1 ( t − 1) , t1 ( t ) ) , yt =x 2 ( t ) . Firstly
conduct simulation research on incremental algorithm. Through sample

( xt , yt ) obtain

sample

set ( xt , yt )t −1 . Then, use sample set to carry out training on incremental algorithm. In this simulation
N

experiment, regard Android smartphone based college English learning platform as an offline
learning algorithm. Based on features of this algorithm, the previous iterative operation result can
be well applied. Thus it has computational complexity. Through simulation experiment and
comparative analysis based on OLAMMC Android smartphone based college English learning
platform and OLAMMC learning method, obtain results shown in figure 1:
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Table 1. Comparison between OLAMMC incremental algorithm and OLAMMC direct arithmetic
for inverse system
Number of training
sample set
100
200
300
400
500

Incremental
algorithm
0.5320
1.8760
6.0540
11.6580
18.4860

run time（s）
Direct arithmetic for
inverse system
1.3600
4.9860
12.1710
20.3450
33.4250

test error（％）
Direct arithmetic for
Incremental algorithm
inverse system
0.1802
0.1517
0.1408
0.1307
0.1250
0.1217
0.1058
0.1082
0.0786
0.0905

It can be obtained from analysis results that two algorithms have no big differences in learning
accuracy but have large differences in run time. In comparison, OLAMMC incremental algorithm
requires shorter run time.
Next, study online learning algorithm through simulation experiments. Similarly, with
( xt , yt ) obtain window type sample set with window length of 2, i.e.
sample
T
=
x ( t ) [ xt ,=
xt − 1] , y ( t ) (=
yt , yt − 1) , t 1, 2...
. Then use sample set for online algorithm training.
Compare and analyze OLAMMC based online learning algorithm and MMC based online learning
algorithm. Figure 2 and figure 3 are specific simulation results:

Fig. 2. Simulation result of OLAMMC based college English learning
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Fig. 3. Simulation result of MMC based college English learning
It can be obtained that, OLAMMC based college English learning designed in this article can
realize effective English learning. This article has also fully verified the traceability and learning
performance of the algorithm. Results show that it is better than MMC based college English
learning platform in both two aspects.
Conclusion
This article has firstly conducted feature analysis on mathematical model using multi-mode
constrains, and then implemented Android smartphone based college English learning platform
using multi-mode constraints by means of kernel function,s characteristics and block matrix, and
also fully verified its performance through simulation experiments.
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